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Predicting the Unpredictable
How low-tech landslide monitoring systems could save lives

A

by Brett Cherry

dvanced technology is often viewed as the ultimate solution for managing hazards such as landslides. It provides science with impressive tools to
improve our understanding of hazards in many parts of the world, but is usually not available to people affected by them. Given that in many parts of the
world people have little option but to live in areas threatened by landslides,
the development of low-tech warning systems may be a key tool for protecting people from landslide hazards. The question is whether effective warning systems can be developed with accessible and affordable technologies.
This is one of the main areas of research within the International Landslide
Centre (ILC), part of the Institute of Hazard, Risk and Resilience (IHRR).
In recent years, researchers at the ILC have shown that about 85% of fatalities
from landslides occur in Asia, mostly affecting poor communities in mountainous areas. Although it would be easy to argue that the best way to protect
people in landslide-prone areas is to relocate them away from the most hazardous zones, in reality this is usually impossible. People in poor mountain
communities face a range of challenges: food security, access to health care,
the provision of education for their children and availability of water. In order to overcome these obstacles, they end up living in landslide-prone areas.
This is where early warning systems can play a large role. However, high-tech
monitoring systems have rarely proven successful in this environment, providing excessive false alarms because a lack of skill in using the equipment.
“Most early warning systems at the moment are very high-tech and require
detailed, complex analyses of the data, which often aren’t accessible to com-
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a potential technique for developing a warning system,” said Professor
Dave Petley, Wilson Chair in Hazard
and Risk at Durham University, who
specialises in landslides mechanics.

Chikkar Kodari Highway, Nepal

munities who actually live on or below dangerous slopes,” said Dr. Nick Rosser, a research fellow with IHRR who specialises in
how the slopes collapse, causing landslides.
Often, the high-tech systems end up being vandalised and local people easily lose faith in such systems. Even when
this doesn’t happen, systems often fail
due to a lack of maintenance, leaving
communities no better off than before.
Effective warning systems need to be relevant to and useable by the local people,
and constructed from components that are
both cheap and easy to repair. “High-tech
equipment is often not needed if the key
indicator of a developing landslide is small
movements of the land. Fortunately, very
few landslides happen without some movement before the final collapse, providing

“A key way to start to significantly
reduce losses of life may be through
the use of these locally-based and
operated warning systems, but
in conjunction with programmes
to improve awareness and to address the other threats that people
face in their daily lives” said Petley.
Examples of landslide detection systems recommended by IHRR researchers include simply placing
stakes or poles into the ground: one
pole where the land is stable and another where the land is moving, and
could result in a future landslide.
A piece of tape is placed between the
two poles and if it begins to break or
pull through, it serves as a warning
for people living near the landslide to
move away from the slide area for a
time. A very simple, battery operated
device between the poles could also be
used to set off an alarm if they move
too far apart. This simple technique
can measure the movement of the land
at a surprisingly high level of accuracy.

Chart showing the point when a slope collapses

According to Rosser, in many cases
the initial movements of the landslide can make it possible to predict
the exact moment it will collapse, using very simple models. “If you’re going to build an early warning system,
potentially all you need to do is measure the acceleration of the slope,” said
Rosser. In other words, the movement
pattern measured using two poles and
a tape measure provides a diagnosis for
what is happening across the slope, in
much the same way that a doctor listens to taps on a patient’s chest to determine possible respiratory problems.
In the case of a landslide, this type of
diagnosis is potentially so simple that
a local official, such as a policeman
or the chief of a village, can be trained
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might have helped. Petley says a basic rain gauge could be used, constructed from something as simple as a plastic bottle cut in half, with
a small hole to let water out for monitoring rainfall. This provides the
most basic level of warning, and can be enough to protect those most
at risk, but it will inevitably lead to at least some false alarms. In most
cases a combination of simply measuring rainfall and movement of
the land could provide an early enough warning to save people’s lives.

Landslide-prone areas of Muzzafarabad, Pakistan

to do so quickly and easily, providing warning.
Measurement of movement is not the only approach. Other landslide tracking systems focus on factors that trigger landslides, rather
than on the landslides themselves. For example,
in August 2010 the Zhoqu landslide in Gansu,
China killed about 1,700 people. This landslide
was triggered by exceptional rainfall that fell at
the end of a drought. The area in question was
known to be hazardous, but the landslide occurred at 1 a.m. when local people had no idea
that heavy rainfall was occurring, and no warning that the slide was imminent. Here, a warning
system based upon the measurement of rainfall

Petley strongly believes that educating potentially-affected people
must also play a role: “Just the most basic assessment could have told
us that was a dangerous location for a village,” he said. An example of
the need for education lies in the assumptions that are often made about
when a landslide will occur, especially during heavy rainfall. “It is often thought that landslides always occur in the period of really heavy
rain; as the heavy rain finishes it is assumed that it is safe to move back.
That’s not right actually, very often landslides happen not during the period of heavy rain itself, but in the subsequent hours or days” said Petley.
If local communities in less developed countries in Asia were able to
utilise simple landslide monitoring systems of their own they would be
better equipped to deal with future landslides. The hugely successful
community-based landslide monitoring programmes in Indonesia, for
example, could serve as a model for how low-tech landslide monitoring
systems can be installed and used by local communities. The need for
early warning landslide detection systems in developing countries today could not be greater, as the dreadful impacts of the 2010 summer
monsoon in Pakistan, China and India demonstrated. “We want to have
more installations of these systems in different countries,” said Rosser.
In order to actually defend people vulnerable to landslides, more comprehensive approaches inclusive of local communities need to be
sought. This can be achieved by understanding how low-tech land-
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slide detection systems could be implemented throughout develop ing countries vulnerable to landslides, where they are needed most.
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Dr Dave Petley talks about how landslides affect people’s lives and why people live in landslide-prone areas.

Dr Nick Rosser explains how a slope collapses, creating a landslide and how the
International Landslide Centre is working with local communities to help mitigate
against landslide hazards.
Click inside frame to play videos
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Struggling to Survive
The Fishermen of the Boleshwar River
by John Burn-Murdoch

T

he Boleshwar River runs along the boundary of the Bagherhat and Potuakhali districts of Southern Bangladesh. The
river’s tides have made it an excellent place for fishing by the
indigenous people since time immemorial. Due to shrinking
agricultural lands and limited employment opportunities,
fishing on the Boleshwar River is the most feasible alternative
for survival. It would seem that a simple subsistence-based
lifestyle would mean a quiet and relatively unchallenged
way of life. Recent research by Md Nadiruzzman suggests,
however, that reality is far removed from this idyllic image.
For the majority of the world’s fishermen, adverse weather conditions and low fish stocks are the two most significant factors that could limit the volume of their catch. But
fishermen in the Boleshwar have to take two additional
factors into account: the first concerns anti-competitive
practices of wealthy investors, and the second, a lack of adequate policing of the trade at a local and national level.
The vicious circle
Fishing nets used in Boleshwar are fixed (dhora jal, bendi
jal and char gora jal) or floating (vasha Jal). Dhora jal are
relatively expensive to install (£2,000) and thus widely used
by wealthy people, while the poor use floating nets and the
poorest fishermen use bendi jal and char gora jal. Floating

nets have a tendency to become caught on firmly piled poles of
dhora jal (undergoing severe damage in the process) while those
poles remain unharmed. Investors in dhora jal dominate the areas where such fishing takes place while the poor are constantly
on the back foot, forced to spend large amounts of both time and
money repairing their equipment. Those who invest in dhora jal
also employ poor fishermen to run their business, but fishermen are no better off than when they were using floating nets.
As a result, their livelihoods suffer and a vicious circle begins.
The lack of policing exacerbates the problem. Despite a law in
place against the use of dhora jal, no action is taken to enforce
it. The use of dhora jal has grown significantly as it catches five
times more fish than the vasha jal. The Protection and Conservation of Fish Act has been in place since 1950, yet its stipulations are openly flouted today. Anecdotal evidence suggests that
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they have no realistic opportunity to climb the socioeconomic ladder.

socio-political power – rather than the law – is the
key to whether or not fishing disputes are resolved.
‘Loan shark-infested waters’
The problem is that traditional hierarchies within
the community limit socioeconomic mobility. Fundamental to the workings of the Bangladeshi fishing
system is the concept of dadon. Dadon is a specific
type of loan provided to poor fishermen in order to
help them finance their trade. The loan is provided by mohajons, wealthy lenders who impose strict
conditions on the recipients of dadon as part of the
agreement. Typically, a mohajon will agree to lend
to a fisherman under the condition that the fishermen sells the entirety of his catch back to the mohajon. This means that the fisherman’s hands are tied
while the mohajon can go about selling the fish at a
regional level, exploiting his position of power. In this
way the vicious circle continues, as the poor fishermen’s earnings are determined by the mohajon, and

Although fishermen who are dissatisfied with their mohajon can
sever their ties, this can only be done after repayment of the dadon, so a fisherman living out a hand-to-mouth existence can
find himself in a cycle of debt, unable to leave the system which
so readily exploits him. Furthermore, once a fisherman ends an
agreement he is in a very weak position as other mohajons can effectively hold him to ransom, offering unfavourable dadon conditions, often even more harsh than under his previous arrangement.
The already damaging nature of the dadon/mohajon system is compounded by the fact that it has strong ties with national politics.
Current Mohajons, like always, are involved with the present political regime. This means that local politicians feel obliged to allow continued installation of dhora jal in order to maintain wider
political popularity. One potential Chairman Candidate of the local
council said, “I would have protested this injustice if the election
had not been so close.” In one rare case of intervention, a mohajon who was also standing for local council removed all of the dhora jal in his constituency, though it should be noted that the same
mohajon owned numerous dhora jal in other constituencies which
he left intact. While the general attitude of indifference remains
apparent in local politics, the vicious circle continues unabated.
Rising above inequality
On a national scale, the government has taken only negligible action
to improve the situation. While happy to speak about the plight of
impoverished fishermen, tangible action is severely lacking and gimmicks are often used to create an illusion of concern. Empty rhetoric
has spread to local administrations and law-enforcement agencies,
with the latter widely expressing regret at the lack of laws against
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dhora jal despite evidence to the contrary.
In attempts to address the injustice of the system, a number of local journalists have recently taken it upon themselves to form a collaborative operation with local police which
attempts to remove carelessly placed dhora jal.

fishermen have a political voice and a degree of socioeconomic independence will there be an end to this climate of chronic exploitation.
In the screencast below Md Nadiruzzman presents the dire political and
economic situation for fishermen in southern Bangladesh.

Unfortunately, the results have proved problematic as a lack of in-depth knowledge of
fishing techniques has led to the removal
of many bendi jal and char gora jal instead.
As the inequality of fishing practices goes unchecked, an increasing economic polarisation
is becoming apparent and the lengths that the
poor fishermen go to in attempt to break the
vicious circle of hardship often serves only to
add to their troubles. One coping mechanism is
to lay nets at midnight as a way of getting access to dhora-jal free river channels, a practice
which exposes fishermen to the risk of banditry.
Another is to switch to sea fishing,
which is also very expensive, and demands
further
knowledge
and
skills.
The poverty-stricken fishermen of the Boleshwar
face a bleak future. Exposed to social, political,
economic and environmental hazards on both
a short- and long-term basis, the vicious circle
has no end in sight. If the situation is to change,
action must be taken on a holistic scale. Dealing with the underlying issues of social empowerment and economic security must take
precedence over party politics and bureaucratic wrangling over legal issues. Only once the

Click inside frame to play video
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